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I am so delighted to have you here. Most of my work have 
been signed away by NDAs, so I’ll show you work I’m legally 
permitted to.

Writing poetry or prose doesn’t pay a penny in today’s world, hence picked up what I’m good at, the 
weapon of choice, a pen, for the pen is truly mightier than the sword as they say. My days of bedroom 
literature over the decades have grown into a passionate pursuit of profit generating copy for clients. 

Now I play Picasso with words for a living.

To mine that pure prowess, where every written words comes from unbridled clarity, one requires a 
deep reset. 

I move minimal in my day-to-day life across Australia. Living in mountainous terrains with forests in 
the backdrop has been my mantra to a zero-stress life. Germans call it “Waldeinsamkeit” or roughly 
translates to oneness with the forest. Japanese call it “shinrin-yoku”, which peripherally translates to 
listening to the leaves speaking to you as they dance with the wind or simply “forest bathing”.
I wake up renewed every day. So there’s that mind, pulsing with peak energies to churn profitable copy 
like clockwork. Basically bringing bang for your buck like you’ve never seen. 

SUPERCHARGED
COPY
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TANGOED WITH THESE TITANS

When someone works in hyper competitive space, their skills are built 
off the edge of the sharpest knife there is. Over the years I worked with 
many renowned brands, my knowledge is both broad and deep, crossing 
everything from Hollywood to Wall Street. 

Those wordsmith skills are razor sharp that can help you cut through 
competition. You see, you’re not getting by with a knife when you need 
a hacksaw. Agility matched with granular expertise in generating high 
converting copy to instantly pull the chainsaw or a chopping axe to bleed 
competition dry. You need Swiss army knife or pruning shear, I hear? I 
have your back with that too.
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Writing words with purrsuasion, purrsonality & pawfit.

BIG BOYS’
COPYWRITING CLUB

Break into

your brand's
^ ^

your business

on a budget your wallet will say yummy.

meow@copywriting.services

This furry little 
nugget might 
look totally 
harmless…



But comes game time, it's pure animal

So your copy can come with brutal accuracy 
leaving your rivals at your mercy.

aggression.

The 
furrocious 
feline puts 

his word 
where the 

meowney is.



The only beach vacation that doesn’t require leaving your home. This is 
Bora Bora in a bottle for you. Sprinkle these saltwater crystals infused 
with essential oils to instantly transform your bath into a splash of 
paradise. That marine feeling envelops you with its distinct fragrance 
and the rich sea salt minerals exfoliate and detoxifies your tired pores. 
Leaving you feeling soft and silky smooth.

Sensible Caution: Not recommended 
during pregnancy. If you have any medical 
condition, seek advice from a dermatologist 
before use. This product is for adults, 
so please keep out of children’s reach. 
Avoid direct contract with eyes, if contact 
occurs rinse well with warm water for a 
few minutes. Do not use on broken or skin 
with any open or cut wounds. If irritation 
occurs, discontinue use. For allergen 
advice, please speak to your dermatologist. 
Store in a cool, dry setting away from direct 
light. Once opened, it’s best to be used in 6 
months. To avoid a slippery surface, clean 
bath after use. 

How to use: Add four to five spoons 
of salt crystals to your luke warm 
bathtub. And the clear water will slowly 
transform into the turquoise waters of 
Bora Bora. The recommended soaking 
time is up to 20 minutes. 
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Gentle breeze carrying floral 
notes fills your senses from 
the nearby shrubs, as you lie 
in the warmth care of nature’s 
hot spring bubbles, but as your 
eyes wake up to a new you, 
you realize you’re actually in 
your bathroom. This shower 
oil delivers a dewy looking 
skin with natural minerals 
recharging skin pores that can 
breathe more freely, a rich 
nature bath for your body and 
mind.

CALMS. CLEANSES. CLARIFIES.

Free from sulphates, soaps, silicones, 
parabens, PEGs, artificial colors and 
fragrances. 

Press a small amount onto your palm and 
lather onto your damp skin before rinsing 
thoroughly. 

The restorative properties of Licorice, 
Chamomile and Rosemary extracts will 
take you back to your younger self, leaving 
you youthful, vibrant and refreshed like a 
lavender on a fresh spring.
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OUR 
PHILOSOPHY OF 

FLAVORS

Best snacking begins with season’s best harvest. That’s why we work closely with select 
Australian farms and slow-cook them in small batches to bring a delicious depth of 
flavors. Every packet has sealed inside an enticing taste journey, unevenly cut to bring 
the most thunderous crunch bursting with irresistible taste.

Big Bag. Bigger Flavors. Limited Edition.

Satisfy your snacking with an indulgent flavor from the cookbook of Master Chef 
Bobby Flay. This is the classic roast    chicken taste reimagined. Sprinkled with sage, 
cooked with burnt butter and garnished with secret savory spices, this is the snack 
of the season. 

New flavor never fails! Happy crunching. 

Product 1, Product 2, Product 3
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OUR PHILOSOPHY OF FLAVORS

Best snacking begins with season’s best harvest. 
That’s why we work closely with select Australian 
farms and slow-cook them in small batches to 
bring a delicious depth of flavors. Every packet has 
sealed inside an enticing taste journey, unevenly 
cut to bring the most thunderous crunch bursting 
with irresistible taste.

The Forbidden Taste. For Limited Time. 

Sinful flavors with the most satisfying taste. These 
chips snacks so good, it might as well be the 
forbidden flavors.

Packed with flavor, bursting with taste: we had to 
steal the spices from the Garden of Eden to bring 
one mad tongue tingling party locked inside this 
forbidden bag. 

Guaranteed finger licking taste. 

You can’t claim the ChampionChip trophy, if a 
chip doesn’t make you lick those flavors off your 
fingers. Whoever said, you need two to tango, 
clearly was wrong. You need three, your fingers, 
this decadently sinful chips and your tongue. 

ARE YOU READY FOR 

THE FORBIDDEN 

FLAVOR?
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As summer begins to wave goodbye, for one last time the golden sun of Aegan Sea 
fills the sky to marinate your mind and allow a deep warmth sink into your skin. The 
afternoon ritual is only complete when you step into our daybed garden in the pine-
scented mountains of Bodrum Peninsula. 

#BodrumExperience #RechargeYourself #QueenofSummerSun #LustrousNightBeach

Susona Bodrum is enclaved by the shoreline of Aegean, allowing you to hear the gentle 
whisper of the waves from your bedroom. The arrival of fall is the most cherished hour 
to visit nature’s pine-perfumed peninsula. 

#TheSpiritOfBodrum #AeganSun #Susona #NatureRetreat #MindfulHoliday

Is your inner mermaid calling for the cold marine splash? Its Sea-o-clock here all week 
with free sea-side drinks for your entire family, 2 X scuba sessions and so much more! 
Book for 5 nights or more to unlock the aquatic adventure. 

#MermaidStory #MermaidHoliday #MarineSplash #HolidayMermaidStyle #SeaSandSun
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This new year,
We raise our gaze to the sky,
And call for your health, your wealth and your happiness.
May 2023 be everything you ever hoped for.
#2023#HappyNewYear #HappyNewYear2023

H E A L T H

W E A L T H

H A P P I N E S S

‘Tis season snacking gets good.

Santa brought the mantra of 
never-ending merry mood.

With extra thunderously 
crunchy chips,

In a limited edition, 
Elfin flavours. 

#SnackingGood 
#MerryMunching 
#NomNomNom 
#ItsSoGood 
#HoHoHungry

You’ve never tasted flavours 
like this before.

These elfin recipes full of 
mystery flavours,

Will sprinkle fairy dust all over 
your taste buds. 

Merry Munching.
#SnackingGood #MerryMunching 

#NomNomNom #ItsSoGood #HoHoHungry

Lettuce eating be gone. 
It’s that time of the year again, 

Where snacking gets extra crunchy.
Enters Santa’s fave!

All packed into one bag.
Merry Munching.

#SnackingGood #MerryMunching #NomNomNom 
#ItsSoGood #HoHoHungry



FRAMING FLEETING  
MOMENTS IS OUR 
SPECIALTY 

AWARD 
WINNING NEW 
YORK WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHER

Our lives are defined by the moments 
that truly take our breath away. 
These are the moments that turn 
into a memory. Our photographic 
senses allow us to see into the tiny 
details of every moment that unfolds 
on this very special day of yours.

While you breathe and truly live into 
the day, we work our magic to make 
sure those moments never skip a 
beat, capturing the very moments 
your heart skipped a beat. Because 
these are the moments that last 
forever.

Our specialty lies in capturing 
ephemeral moments. So, please 
sleep well knowing those fleeting 
moments are flying into our frames 
like a graceful butterfly. Every image 
will tell its own story, every smile, 
every precious pearl of truly happy 
tears will be a testament to the day 
you said “I do”.

We’re not in the photography business, we’re in the business of making memories where landscapes become 
so real you can feel the wind, where people in those pictures become so alive, you can hear their smiles.
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Consistency and symmetry are the 
two foundations on which simplicity 
is built. Achieving their balance 
in design is no easy feat, which is why simplicity is often seen as a highly technical construct. Too much 
symmetry can result in a design that feels cold and sterile, while too much simplicity can leave a design 
feeling unfinished and unresolved. Achieving the perfect balance is what separates the best designers from 
the rest.

GOOD DESIGNS ARE ALWAYS CLUTTER FREE

To create a design that is truly simple, all superfluous elements must be stripped away until only the 
essentials  remain. The end product is a design that stands in unmistakable originality. 

Just like if you want to sculpt a horse, you simply take a marble and chip away anything that isn’t a horse, and 
the sculpting is complete. Now as simple as it sounds in words, it demands meticulous workmanship with a 
flair for finding something original.

Form and function, color and clarity must all work in cohesion to achieve maximum resonance. This can be 
a timely process, but the end result is a design that has an unmistakable signature of simplicity. In a world 
where trends come and go, simplicity stands as a timeless essence of good design. Those who are able to 
master it are able to create truly timeless pieces that will be cherished for generations to come.

ENCORE: THE ARRIVAL OF NEW WAVE DESIGN

And then there’s symmetry thrown out the window; you arrive at a new wave design called abstract art. 
Sometime in the earliest 19th century, someone decided to break the tradition and be a trailblazer for 
something new. 

To an untrained eye, it might look like   melt crayons on a canvas, but the one who has the refinedness to 
discern its subtle meaning, feels a gush of emotion ignited by its imagery.  As they say, “beauty is in the eye 
of the beholder

Groundbreaking designs 
are rooted in simplicity.
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A  J O U R N E Y  T O 

T H E  B I R T H  O F 

U N I V E R S E .

JAMES WEBB SPACE TELESCOPE

Image credit: NASA, ESA, CSA, and STScI

Its trailblazing science coming together to answer the fundamental existential questions of 
our universe. $10 billion and 1000 brightest minds later, we are finally into the quest of 
origin. A new exploration marvel giving us an eye into the unknown. 
We’ll attempt to give a light into its complex construction challenges, the resulting job creation 
and innovations ready for wider non-aero applications. 

James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is the culmination of the brightest minds working for 
nearly 2 decades. Creating cutting-edge innovations so groundbreaking, it has revolutionized 
entire industry! Many of their hyper inventions have transformed medical and broader 
commercial applications.

Before we dive into the economics of JWT, here’s the numbers needed to bring it to the 
launchpad:

Cost of construction: More than $10 billion
Countries participated: 14
Construction commenced: 2004
Universities participated: 246
Companies involved: 258
Total scientists & engineers: 1200+
Other supporting staffs: 2000+
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THE SCALE OF ECONOMICS TO CREATE JAMES WEBB SPACE TELESCOPE 

It took a staggering 20 years for 1200+ scientists and engineers to complete this engineering 
marvel, breaking many grounds in the process. And to support this monumental project, we 
needed another 2000+ supporting contractors, writers, project managers etc, people from 
various disciplines to keep this project on the clock. 

On that note, we have to respectfully excuse their tardiness, the project was originally 
supposed to be completed in 2007 with an initial budget of 500 million dollars! But when you 
do something for the first time, complex challenges wait for you down the line like a daunting 
mountain climb without any mountain climbing gear to go with it. So, every challenge takes 
a lot of time and mind to design a solution which creates cost to shoot up to stratosphere! 
Well, we suppose, a stratospheric bill of $10 billion to reach the birth of time doesn’t seem 
all that too costly! 

A COMPARISON FOR JWST’S COST OF CONSTRUCTION

The economics behind James Webb telescope creation is nothing short of astronomical! Its 
total bill recently topped $10 billion, that’s more than 2 times the size of Maldives’s GDP! And 
several thousands of year-round job creations in the process for top tier professionals, who 
have devoted their lives to advance the field of science. Let’s look at this comparison with 
another lens.

THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER

The biggest particle accelerator ‘Large Hadron Collider’ with its 16.6-mile radius construction, 
breaking its own scientific breakthroughs in the process, costs 4.75 billion. To an average 
citizen who has never seen LHC would easily take it for a time machine! And this beast of a 
machine marvel costs less than half of JWST! It is exploring new frontiers in quantum physics, 
the micro cosmos that lies in the everyday object all around us. 

Interestingly enough, the crown cosmic jewel of mighty dollar is still held by Hubble. In 
inflation adjusted figure, its cost stands at 15 billion! Like we said before, doing something 
that has never been done before, always costs truck full of gold bars! During the time of 
constructing Hubble, technology was not even 5% of what it is today. That iPhone in your 
pocket now has more computing power than NASA’s command center during the launch of 
Apollo’s mission to the moon! They achieved it with what seemed to be rudimentary systems.  

WHAT WILL JAMES WEBB TELESCOPE ACHIEVE?

A telescope technically is a time travel machine. Why, you ask? Well, allow us to lay it in 
laymen terms, the sun is so far from earth, it takes close to 8 minutes for the light to reach 
us! So, what you are essentially seeing, is the sun as it was 8 minutes ago. Now, the farther 
the stars, the longer it takes for the light to reach us! The light from some of the stars has 
only begun to reach us and might very well be dead billions of years ago. You are seeing the 
reminiscent of a star that is no longer there!  When you look out into the night sky, you are 
literary staring into the past.  
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TO REACH THE ORIGIN OF TIME

The successor of Hubble wants to see the birth of first stars. To precisely put, it wants to pick 
the very first cluster of stars that formed after Big Bang. A voyage to the birth of universe 
to unravel the very fundamental questions about our nature in cosmos. James Webb is 
equipped with an eye so intricate and powerful; it might just reach the hand of creation, a 
revelation into the unknown! Don’t want to cause blasphemy to our readers, but to astro-
addict, this is like a kid jumping out of his seat at the sight of an ice-cream truck. We are 
essentially seeing so far back in time, the scale of which we will attempt to answer in the next 
section.

INTERESTING THING ABOUT USAIN BOLT

To the naked eye, the most distant object you can see is Andromeda galaxy and that’s 2.537 
million lights years away. Now, light years in astronomy is a measure of very vast distance; 
it’s basically how long it takes for light from a particular point in space to reach earth. And 
light travels terrifyingly fast, at 299338 KM/second to be exact. So, if turbo charged Usain Bolt 
started running to Andromeda at his record-breaking speed of 43.99 km/h, it would take him 
only 62.1 trillion years, assuming he never rests and holds his top speed. That’s what I do on 
a Sunday says Bolt.

LIGHTS FROM THE EDGE OF TIME

It’s trying to see some of the first stars that formed after Big Bang, they are effectively coming 
from the creation of universe, the dawn of time itself, at only 100 – 200 million years old 
after Big Bang. So basically, JWST is trying to see what was out there 13.5 billion years ago. 
We all want to see how our baby develops and moves in a mother’s womb, to take in that 
incredibly visceral experience and alongside answer many medical questions about our 
baby’s formation. And that’s what JWST is trying today, to see into the womb of universe 
which created the first set of stars, which created everything we see around us, including 
ourselves. 
It is the final frontier in the domain of cosmology. Though, JWST won’t take us back to the first 
seconds of Big Bang; it will take us to the next best thing. Uncovering the origins of the very 
first stars in our universe, the creation of the very first light.

IS JAMES WEBB SPACE TELESCOPE WAY OVER BUDGET?

What would you say if we told you that the Hubble Space Telescope was a Walmart bargain? 
All of NASA’s space explorations are funded by public and the cost of its construction 
amounts to 1 cup of coffee per tax-paying US citizen for the last 20 years, or 20 cups of 
coffee per taxpayer in total. Because that’s literally what it is! We did our math! It checks out 
like a checkmate. 

When you see the answers provided by Hubble, the mystery of our universe that has been 
revealed with its spell binding imagery of the cosmos, and answered many new questions, 
provided proof of the building block of physics, attesting to the tenets theorized by Einstein, 
Newton and Hawking! The price of Hubble had its money worth 1000 times over! 

In the interest of accuracy, the cost of construction is shared by many nations, or else it 
would have been 40 cups of coffee per US taxpayer. Now it doesn’t seem all that too costly, 
does it? And we hope you’d happily agree that it’s a cheap Boxing Day bargain! Also, it pains 
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us to tell you the lifespan of JWST is 10 years; it won’t be possible to service it or refuel it once 
it depletes all its propellant, as it will be stationed so far away on an orbital point known 
as L2, some 1.5 million kilometers away. But over 10 years it has the capacity to transmit 
gazillion gigabytes of data, it has a maximum capacity to send back 57.2 gigabytes of data 
every day! Now try multiplying that by 3650!

UNREAL ENGINEERING FOR THE FINAL FRONTIER 

The insurmountable challenges you’re up against are listless, when you’re the first to do 
it. This astounding piece of instrument is the new crown jewel of astronomy, sitting with 
a $10 billion price tag. The creation of the first firework, the very first light to step into a 
blind universe, stars as we call them is what it wants to see. It is 100 times more powerful 
than Hubble! The astounding amount of science that went in to create this astronomical 
masterpiece is nothing short of mind-bending brilliance. 

The project of such magnitude involved overcoming challenges that even the brightest 
minds aged 10 years over night. To help you sense the scale of the sheer obstacles that came 
upon them, let’s ask you to build a life size version of Eiffel Tower using playing cards, pass it 
through a tornado test and right after you have to balance the papery Eiffel on top of the real 
one. We can already see your two hands up, surrendered, but they didn’t and that’s why JWST 
is speeding towards its orbital home as we write, some 1.5 million kilometers from earth 
at an astro-address called Lagrange point L2. It was born from the efforts of the brightest 
minds to make this impossible telescope.  This is our new eye in the sky. 

THE SPILLOVER EFFECT OF CUTTING-EDGE SCIENCE

Transformational innovations always come with a spillover effect, many of their inventions 
have non-aerospace applications, and such is the case of JWST. The ten billion price tag 
certainly came with its many benefits for mankind! This one thing brought advancements 
so disruptive; it revolutionized the modern precision eye surgery as we know it, which was 
not possible some 15 years ago. It has created micro shutters to collect light so faint and 
from so far away, it required its own sort of creationary moment. The shutters measure the 
thickness of a few human hairs or only 0.00394 by 0.00787 inches! This could be the future 
of our iPhone camera, that can capture ultra-clear night light imagery! These innovations are 
changing industries around us and across a whole other domain with wider applications, 
medical, manufacturing, energy, you name it!

On that note, NASA has over 1000 technology patents, and most of their innovations have 
broad non-astro applications, some of them are used by commercial corporations in 
their everyday manufacturing. Like any patents they are subject to royalties and licensing 
agreements with the patent owner, or in this case NASA.
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This is 2057, our social fabric is starting to fray at the edges

Climate change isn’t a stark reality, it will be the end of current social order as we know it and it’s happening 
right under our watch. Imagine a world where hundreds of millions being turned into a climate refugees, 
coastal cities around the world build dams to protect their timid cities from the terrifying rise in sea level. 
Forget those beach vacations, because those sunny sandy beaches are now forever under water. 

Now do we hit the gas and continue in the current trajectory or do take our feet off the pedal? This is a rude 
awakening for all of us alive and breathing. We cannot just take whatever we want from our planet and not 
expect to pay it back. 

The current level of exploitation our planet is subjected is utterly unsustainable and every debt we owe to 
our planet will eventually have to be paid. This debt is growing large every day and a massive bill settlement 
is looming right across the horizon. Just so we are clear, nature doesn’t accept dollars; it only accepts the 
reciprocal nature of cause and effect.

Is carbon tax the solution?

Unfortunately charging tax for producing carbon is like asking a doctor to pay a fine for performing a 
botched surgery, instead of revoking his medical license. Making these big corporations pay for greenhouse 
emissions will have no effect when no underlying infrastructure exists to actually reducing  that carbon from 
the planetary eco system. Or at least stop countries from reducing any more forest land, nature’s free factory 
of absorbing carbon from the atmosphere and burying them deep in the ground. 

As I wrote the preceding paragraphs, it hurts me to say, Amazon lost nearly 1 acre of rainforest. It is losing 
nearly 10000 acres of forest every day! Forget finding a solution, it appears we are on a suicidal death spin 
inside the jaws of an alligator. Leaving our future generation a planet as barren as a dry bowl of dust. 
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Our imprint is now truly global, our impact is truly profound

The world is accelerating into the future at breakneck speed with rapid technological breakthroughs. But so 
is our world staring down at a future in direct clash with our current social orders as we know, a complete 
breakdown of the social fabric. “Our blind assault on the planet is gradually altering the very fundamentals of 
the living world.” famously quoted by David Attenborough. 

The innovations and technological transformations we see around us are entirely profit driven, driving 
societal and economic changes. But very few are happening where we need them most! In the domain of 
planetary ecosystem. 

Our efforts should be prioritizing and subsidizing innovations for a complete climate overhaul. In the face of 
absolute cataclysm, we have a way of coming together, like we came together and gave Covid a fight it will 
remember. But during Covid onset, when the onslaught was instant, it forced us to get our act together to 
come back with decisive measures. 

But unlike Covid, climate change happens on a scale too slow for us to fathom. We only see a few major 
firestorms, biblical floods with a free cocktail of hurricanes every season. We can live with that, says our 
collective conscience. So we just accept them as parts and parcel of living with the planet. But a future where 
countries lose 25% of their landmass, coastal cities completely sunken under water? Losing soil fertility and 
there goes food security out the door. Time will tell if our collective conscience can stay afloat then.

Eternal desires to have everything

We might not have enough money to pay climate combat charities to support our planet, but we surely 
have enough money to buy that brand new Nike Sneaker or that new iPhone 13. Taking a second apartment 
mortgage, cause why not! We can afford it, and we will be getting richer in the process. Governments 
worldwide too seem to have no shortage of cash, spending on military to the tune of 2 trillion dollars annually. 

But however, we don’t have two pennies to rub together when it comes to our planet. Ask yourself or your 
friend, how many of you donate $30 a month to WWF or Greenpeace? Think about our current world order 
and how little we are doing when the alarm is blaring so loud it’s deafening. 

Eternal energies of nature

The answer lies in the sun, wind and water. Abundant energies lying in plain sight, yet we continue to burn 
fossil fuels because they are cheap. Directing an ounce of our innovational efforts into combating ecosystem 
meltdown is what we need now above everything else. That yearly iPhone and Samsung phone upgrade can 
wait 2 years for their next new release.

I truly believe, if all the brightest minds are put to work for 1 year to find some mind bending Sci-Fi solution, 
straight out of a Hollywood movie, we’d do it in a heartbeat and start to absorb carbon from the atmosphere 
like they’ve never been released in the first place. 
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HISTORY ALWAYS FORETELLS THE FUTURE

Every empire you can think of has turned its name to a chapter in history. Eventually they all crumbled, 
the Romans, the Mughals and the Mongols. The current empire if you want to put a name to it, would be 
best summed up as a “Global Village”, with unprecedented connectivity thanks to the explosion of internet, 
transportation and technology. And if history is to be judged, one thing holds ever constant: the past is 
always a good indicator of the future. 

And like other empires throughout history, our current empire will eventually meet its inevitable demise. Our 
food security, social security, every advantage acquired over the last century was designed to be doomed. 
Unless, some judicious world leader wake up and say: the entire humanity is behaving like a hormonal 
teenager, not a care for tomorrow, truly living in the moment. It’s when we grow up and have a family, where 
we begin to focus on long term financial, family and retirement planning. 

Currently, we homo-sapiens have zero long term planning. Our sights are simply concerned with tomorrow, 
maybe a week at best on the scale of ecological-clock. A radical transformation is needed right this moment. 

MAYBE WE WERE DESTINED FOR WHAT’S TO COME

In the Journal of Bioscience, a report noted 16 out of 35 vital signs of planetary health is in devastating 
decline, they are currently in code red. It also provided a stark reminder: 2022 marks the 30th anniversary of 
“World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity”, a report researched and signed by 1700 environmental scientists. 
Ever since this first warning, global greenhouse gas increased by 40%. 

We don’t go to a car mechanic to fix our heart problem or a headache, we go to a doctor. Much the same 
way, when naysayers say Global Warming is a myth, but ecologists, zoologist or aerologist screams with all 
the air in their lungs, earth’s health is in code red, some of us still believes the former. 

Do you feel the disconnect? We’re actually taking the advice of a car mechanic to fix a patient’s stage 3 
cancer. Here the patient is our planet. The X President of the United States famously said, “If global warming 
is real, why is the winters getting colder?” 

On a national level, every country is currently in a state of “Tragedy of the commons”. It doesn’t affect me 
personally; if I don’t do it, someone else will loot the rich from the planet and will become wealthier with a 
bigger Balance of Payment account, the national savings account of the government. 

Few of us are protesting by gluing our hands to painting, some of us are trying to lobby with the government, 
but the oil cartels and big corporations have far deeper pockets. And the rest of us are doing what we do 
best, lie in our swing chair and sip a coconut and leave this impending conflict-famine prone horrors to our 
next generations. While they look back at us and say, “All of these technologies at their disposal, all these 
trillions of dollars, but each one of them wanted more and now we don’t have foods to put on our plate.” 
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YOUR INTERVIEW ANSWERS SHOULD SELL YOU LIKE A COCONUT ON A HOT SUMMER DAY

Your resume has proven you are worthy of an interview. And now your interview must prove you’re worthy 
of the job. A resume only reveals so much about you, it can never reveal all of who you are. Nobody ever got 
a job without an interview! 

That’s what an interview does, it separates the 1 from the rest. The employers measure you, your manners, 
specially how much you really measure against the career brilliance you have demonstrated at your 
remarkable resume.

Your well-crafted resume has sold you well, otherwise you wouldn’t be called for an interview. Now how well 
you sell yourself at the interview room  will essentially set the stage for the final hiring decision. If you fail to 
sell well here, you simply won’t be bought, we’re afraid.

This is why we’re here showing you how to sell yourself like an ice cream truck parked at a kid’s summer 
camp. You need to be in your best professionally savvy self to set a spark in the minds of your employers 
with your charm and charisma. 

That confidence you wear will convince how well you match for the job, which is of course a measure of how 
much you know the three cardinal rules of a successful interview..

DNA OF A 
SUCCESSFUL 
INTERVIEW
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THREE CARDINAL RULES FOR INTERVIEW PREPARATION

How well you do at the interview entirely depends on how well you’re preparing for a job interview. Success 
in an interview comes from how well you know the company, how well you know the job and finding what 
makes you a perfect fit and then preparing for interview mock questions. We’ve summarized them for you 
below.

• Researching and knowing their company/product

• Understanding the job description and finding why you’re a great fit

• Practice mock interview questions and answers

A successful interview also has many other angles to it, the charisma you carry, your manners, your charming 
attributes. All of this plays a silent role in securing your success in an interview room. But for today’s topic, we 
will keep our focus specifically on how to answer common interview questions.

THE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ARE DESIGNED TO UNCOVER YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
FINESSE

Interview questions and answers help HR managers to separate the 1 from the rest. This is where bulk 
laden goods are delivered and if done right, your appointment letter will be served on a silver platter with 
a champagne bottle to go with. We’ll help you prepare for questions that strike out of nowhere, with all 
grounds covered, you’ll see the surprise coming from yesterday! And you can instead focus on that weekend 
champagne that awaits your command for celebration.

Before we begin, it’s important to remember, there is no ‘1’ right answer to any of these questions. Every 
glass has different shapes and sizes, it’s the one that brings the water that wins the day! You just need a story 
at the back of your mind, and a few pickup lines from where you can articulate a response that can resonate 
with the recruiter. Never memorize an answer, it’s a death trap.

This article is over 8000 words, so won’t inundate you with 
the rest, if you’re interested, you can read it here.
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COVER LETTERS, WHAT ARE THEY? DO WE NEED THEM IN MODERN JOB MARKET?

A cover letter is a supporting document to a resume used during a job application. Think of your cover 
letter as a dessert after a fine dinner. Now, who doesn’t fancy a fine dessert? A resume focuses on skills, 
accomplishments and work experience to prove you have the managerial muscle to perform the job. 

Whereas, a cover letter focuses on your managerial mindset that proves your drive and dedication will 
transform the productivity of the projects you will lead and the team therein. A cover letter provides a 
measure of your manners, your communication attributes. Just the way you write, the way you greet, your 
presentation style, so much is revealed between the lines! It provides a measure of your tall EQ, a leadership 
trait treasured around the world.

It also provides an avenue to explain any career gaps and career changes you’ve recently made. Most 
importantly it shows your genuine interest in joining the company. Now, do HR Managers actually read 
them? Keep scrolling, you will be pretty surprised by what you’re about to see.
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A TALE OF TRADITIONAL COVER LETTERS

Traditional cover letters are dull and dry as a Sahara Desert. Like a desert which fails to attract any plants, 
birds or mammals, they fail to attract any attention from HR managers.  A lifeless cover letter do little to 
entice employers, excite their thoughts, fails to inspire them with hope from the brand of brilliance you will 
bring to the job.

A well-written cover letter weaves with words to paint a picture of your professional persona to pull at their 
heartstring. Suddenly that lifeless cover letter transforms itself like spring, teeming with life. Attention, they 
give you in galore.

You see, when you tell a story, people tend to pause and listen. So be the greatest storyteller there is! A cover 
letter with storytelling-styled writing is going to sell you out like a beer on a bar packed with patrons. The HR 
Manager has spent a full minute on your resume, she’s now very keen to see what you have to say on the 
cover letter. After all, she’s still in the afterglow of that first impression left by your resume! By the time she’s 
done with your cover letter, she will come for you like kids come screaming for ice scream.

With job market’s competition fierce as a Piranha feeding frenzy, any advantage you can acquire makes a 
difference. As a job seeker you need to speak into your strength by singing into their needs. We’ll show you 
what we mean by that in a while. The pyramid wasn’t built in a day my friend, so, to unlock the heart of a 
punchy cover letter, we need to lay the foundations well first. Just see the difference between Sahara and 
Spring for yourself. That is what you will take home today, turning a traditional cover letter into one that 
leaves jaws wide open.

This article is over 8000 words, you can read the rest here 
if you’d like.
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MONEY AND TIME, A MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE

We are flimsy beings of feelings who are driven by a purpose in our lives. Some are in pursuit of profit; some 
are in pursuit of science and most are in pursuit of simple sunshine. But underpinning all of this is the need 
to have bread and butter at the end of the day on our plate. No matter how much we work to advance the 
field of science, or explore the world around us, at the end of the day, we will need a roof over our head and 
some food on our plate. And that cost money! Unfortunately, nothing in the world is free. And no matter how 
much we search up our sleeve, there is nothing of value to be found.

The only measure of value we have is time. And so, we trade some of that to earn some money, which helps 
us to buy daily essentials or maybe even a yearly holiday! During dreadful times of economic downturn, 
those excess times that we want to trade for money, look ever bleak, as jobs dry up faster than a pocket of 
water under a scorching sun.

Now, it’s worthwhile to mention, throughout history, every economic downturn eventually bursts back to life 
by carefully cooking the economy with monetary and fiscal policies. An economy that is completely lacking 
confidence gradually finds the leg of Usain Bolt and sprint itself to the finish line with more economic activity. 
And more economic activity means more jobs! Now, there is a difference between economic unemployment 
and technological unemployment, it is the latter we are here to address. It brings permanent unemployment 
in a specific job sector which is now lost to automation.
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ENTERS THE AGE OF ROBOTIC REVOLUTION

Now what if those jobs are no longer there, as they are permanently taken over by robotics and artificial 
intelligence (AI). According to Alibaba, “robots are great because they don’t smoke on the job.” They never 
need a day-off, they don’t get brain fog and they certainly don’t need maternity leave! Take my money, says 
mighty tycoons and serial billionaires.

EFFICIENCY ALWAYS DEMANDS HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFIT

The elusive nature of efficiency dictates creating a product with the least resources while ensuring product 
value stays the same. Finding peachy profit is the core ideal of capitalism. With that we are seeing waves of 
innovations in pursuit of profit at the perils of people, from massive warehouses run by hundreds of mini 
robots to grocery chains with self-checkout counters, or in the case of Amazon, why not throw the entire 
check-out counters out the window and introduce a walk-out shopping experience! Not a single staff to be 
seen anywhere. They are calling it “Just Walk Out”.

NOW, IT IS TIME WE TALK ABOUT THE MILKMAN

Automation is a tool that completes tasks with mechanized process that used to require human input 
at a certain stage of production. Automation certainly has its positive effects, it creates new jobs in the 
technology sector, requires new skills to operate the machines thus adding new set of jobs in the factory 
where these robots are to replace humans. Basically, every robot that takes away human jobs also adds a 
set of jobs to the market. The net effect according to Sara Brown’s research is 3.3 workers job lost per robot. 
Advanced robotics in the heavy manufacturing sector has seen highest rate of robotic process being added 
to their plants to increase efficiency. A similar study conducted in France by Daron and his colleagues found 
“a significant decline in labor shares” among 598 firms that adopted robots.

And it is that very reason, the tens of thousands of milkman job from the 50’s in USA, completely disappeared 
today. It is the pursuit of profit that has written off an entire profession into a chapter of history, even the dairy 
industry today is highly mechanized and automated. Perhaps similar such fate awaits for many professions 
over the next few decades. Carl and Michale noted in their research paper, routine manufacturing jobs have 
always been targeted by automation efficiency, jobs that are very routine in nature with a specific set of 
processes and that is why cars, refrigerators and many home appliance goods have resorted to automation, 
which eventually caused a low rate of employment in many economies. To sum it up in short, these sectors 
are at highest risk:

• Low skills jobs are at very high risk of being adopted by automation like data entry, call centers etc.

• Jobs that are very routine with specific set of tasks (for example McDonald’s food preparation, or staffs 
operating grocery check-out counters etc.)

• Future industries that are at risk come from machine learning sectors that’s propelling driverless cars; 
even your favorite locksmith is at risk losing his profession with the advent of 3D printers and google 
nest solutions. Just like cash, the future doors are keyless, it’s cheap fingerprint solution!

 
A Mckinsey research conducted in 2017 found 51% of total US jobs are highly susceptible to automation. 
The below exhibit shows which sectors are the most risk to automation. On a global level this amounts to 1.1 
billion employees that are currently in employment or $15.8 trillion in wages.
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NOW, CAN YOU ROBOT PROOF YOURSELF?

We will try to explore the jobs of the future that will be in top demand. Now this is a daunting prospect with 
a pretty dire scenario no matter which you cut it. It’s like Russian roulette with 3 loaded bullets and you are 
hoping when your turn comes, it fires a blank instead of a bullet. The job market is already hyper competitive 
and even optimistically with machines taking over 25% of future human jobs; this stares at us like the end 
of times. The population is growing and so what will happen to the millions that are being added to the 
workforce every year?

Apparently future-proofing is little to do with job selection and more about acquiring new skills according to 
Joseph Aoun. He states on his publication ‘Robot-Proof: Higher Education in the Age of Artificial Intelligence.’ 
A dramatic transformation in our education is required, which he calls “humanics”.

Technical ability: Machine will eventually walk into the roles that were once done by people. Many 
employees will eventually perish in this terminal career with dying professions. People who are grounded in 
information technology and engineering disciplines will be better positioned in this new place.
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Data discipline: We do live in an information economy, where every decision is driven by data. So, people 
who are better equipped to handle data, designing data collection or interpretation will be highly coveted in 
this new economy.

Human discipline: The machines are still monumentally poor at demonstrating emotional attributes. It 
doesn’t understand cultural sensitivity, creative articulation, applying decision that are innately gut-driven 
using complex variables. Basically, Aoun emphasizes on learning using experience and a less focus on 
textbooks.

SO, WHERE TO FROM HERE, DO YOU DARE TO ASK?

Industrial revolution gave us many things, jobs, affordable goods and a pretty terminally ill planet as it 
appears with all the greenhouse gas we pumped over the last century in the pursuit of expanding the mighty 
GDP’s. But with rise of robotic automation, machine learning and AI spreading deep into the very fabric of 
our society, ask yourself if we are ready to realize the ramifications over a long term?

We humans are very myopic in nature, this is as true as the sun that shines our day, it is not in our element 
to see something a bit far into the future. We only take lessons really well if they sit comfortably in hindsight, 
anything less, we just simply can’t be too concerned for it, we’ll take care of it when it comes to us.

No matter which way you look at it, there will be career casualties, to the tune of hundreds of millions across 
the globe over the next 50 years. It will be gradual and certainly not overnight, and the seething unrest is 
certain to follow on a pro rata basis. Unless the global powers intervene with measures in place to increase 
the safety net for this new vulnerable population.

THE TINY DOT THAT COMES BACK TO COMPLETE THE CIRCLE

In the pursuit of profit, highest efficiency, perhaps businesses and billionaires are failing to see the reckoning 
that awaits in the future. The money they make comes from people like you and me. And if we are to lose our 
job to AI and robots, suddenly we have to put our hands out to government support.

And that’s a sizeable population who no longer have disposable income to spend on non-essential goods like 
clothes and electronics. And also, this big chunk of workers suddenly adds nothing to the tax net! So that also 
reduces government’s revenue; as you can see, the cycle comes back pretty viciously back to the business 
too, less people with disposable income means, less revenue for businesses and billionaires, which in turn 
means lesser profit for them. Ouch that hurts, they say.

So, all this pursuit of profit, richer investors and bigger billionaires where does it lead to? A future where 
billionaires will lose their zeroes faster than a cat running for dear life out of a shower.

THE NEW WORKING CLASS: LET’S TAX THE BOTS TO BRING SOME SEMBLANCE OF BALANCE

The advent of automation stemming from robotics, AI and machine learning undeniably magnifies 
productivity by many folds, it’s supposed to lower costs for goods, right? But remember, what we said earlier, 
capitalism and gold coins go hand in hand, minting bigger gold coins for business, the better. Thus, those 
lowered cost of production coming from automation doesn’t get passed onto customers, they slide straight 
into the pocket of shareholders with bigger profit or in the case of Apple, in their retained earnings with a 
$200 billion cash balance.

But it does beg the dreary question to be asked, what will happen to 25% - 40% of the future global 
workforce, who will eventually be made redundant by robots, staring at a permanent state of joblessness. Do 
we charge companies automation or robotic tax perhaps? Because this vulnerable population will need the 
protection of social security as warranted by a nation’s enacted rule, the burden to support this unemployed 
population will fall back square on the shoulder of governments across the globe. So, we will keep getting 
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free government handouts in perpetuity at the expense of the new working class, the rich robots!

THE FINAL THOUGHT, THAT DREADFUL THOUGHT

AI and automation have advantages but it brings with it a Pandora’s box that will dare the most darling think-
tanks to say otherwise. The rise of automation brings socio-economic risks on a scale, the scope of which is 
beyond our current collective cognition.

Perhaps, as the old adage goes, the time will tell when the time is up. And the next wave of washout will take 
place across a swathe of industries which will translate to a permanent rise of unemployment on a scale 
too big to fathom. Meanwhile, let’s just do what we do best, enjoy Netflix and Nachos and our 55 year old 
unemployed self can worry about it later.
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WHAT IS SLEEP 
DEPRIVATION AND HOW 
PERVASIVE IS IT?

Sleep deprivation is waging all sorts of war inside your body and it's more prevalent among the current 
population than you know! US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found in their study, a quarter 
of US adult population spends half of an entire year with insufficient sleep. With this, comes the systemic 
abuse of pushing your mind and body past your ability. No car can ride for 1000 miles nonstop; the engine 
will over heat, or a car can ride for months without the routine maintenance check and the downtime. Your 
sleep essentially is your daily maintenance, your deep daily downtime, to get you ready for tomorrow. Failing 
to give yourself the required sleep triggers all sorts of buttons internally, high pressure, migraine, poor 
attention, lethargy, drowsiness, you name it!

Now what exactly is sleep deprivation? Well, it essentially carries the meaning in its name, you are deprived 
of the sufficient sleep your body requires. The symptoms are often environmental others are chronic in 
nature. Most people tend to suffer from the former! Before we delve into what sleep deprivation is we need 
to understand the hours our body demands in different stages of our lifecycle. Research conducted by the 
National Sleep Foundation found, our body requires slightly less sleep as we age. A sleep table has been 
provided below showing the sleep required in different stages of our lives.
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HERE’S WHAT CAUSES 3 TYPES OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION

Now that we know the sleep tables, we can get to better understand what causes sleep deprivation. And 
how to get out of the trap of its side effects. The most common causes of sleep deprivation are often daily 
obligations or lifestyle choices, which are often treatable with better time management and prioritizing tasks 
properly. We often treat sleep as secondary, like something which is dispensable with 3 cups of ultra-strong 
coffee and get on with our day.

Acute sleep deprivation is those sudden surges of shifts for a waitress due to peak demands during 
holiday period or those university assignment or exam period that puts a foot on the accelerator on those 
sudden stressors, but they usually dial down back to normal after the busy activity buzzes off.

Chronic sleep deprivation is also known as “insufficient sleep syndrome”, a condition where shrunken 
sleep continues to last well into the months. American Academy of Sleep Medicine defines this condition if it 
goes on to last three months or longer. But like the previous condition, this too stems from the choices that 
people make about their everyday activities and there is no underlying medical condition which is causing it. 
It’s basically working yourself to death, or playing games for hours without end with those eyes locked into 
the brightly lit screen, completely disrupting body’s circadian cycle and the behavior continues for months! 
It’s basically when we become so busy that we care too little to take sufficient rest.

Chronic sleep deficiency occurs when you’re periodically or frequently keeps getting disrupted from your 
sleep, this is specially the case for a new mother. Or if you live next to a very noisy neighbor who keeps 
putting you up from your sleep. So, you never really get that complete uninterrupted sleep. It has something 
to do with the stages of sleep cycle, but that’s for another day. But the most difficult and daunting prospect 
of chronic sleep deficiency comes, when an underlying medical condition causes it, for example insomnia, or 
some prescription drugs which you must take to treat existing ailment but in the process its altering body’s 
chemistry and you failing to fall asleep!

AGE GROUP

Newborns (also includes naps) 14 – 17 hours

Infants (also includes naps) 12 – 15 hours

Toddlers (also includes naps) 11 – 14 hours

Preschoolers (also includes naps) 10 – 13 hours

School-aged Children 9 – 11 hours

Teenagers 8 – 10 hours

Adults 7 – 9 hours

Older Adults 7 – 8 hours
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THE SYMPTOMS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION

The symptoms appear differently in different people but generally it is the extent of sleep deprivation that 
causes more serious problems. The signature symptom of sleep deprivation is daytime drowsiness and 
ability to focus on a task. Failing to receive the required sleep every night causes symptoms such as:

• Feeling drowsy or sleepy during the day

• Feeling low or depressed

• Poor attention or inability to focus

• Poor memory function or forgetfulness

• Lack of energy

 
WHAT ARE THE LONG-TERM CONSEQUENCES OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION?

Sleep plays a profound effect on our overall mindfulness. We often borrow hours from our sleep to invest 
in our daytime activity which is completely counterproductive. This debt eventually has to be paid. People 
who work in high stress jobs like stock trading or consultancy position often lacks the much-needed sleep 
during the work days, because stress can disrupt our sleep which comes from all sorts of chemical imbalance 
created in the body by the stressors. So, some resort to a combination of medications to reduce anxiety, 
stress, to help them relax and sleep, and before they realize, they get sucked into this vortex, the vicious 
cycle! The lucky ones, pay their debt with a “sleep recovery” over a weekend with a marathon 20-hour sleep, 
sparing the clasp of medications. Don’t deny the deep rest your body and mind demand at the end of the 
day, because you deserve waking up to a mindful morning every day.

Reducing your sleep by even an hour can slow down your reaction time the next day. Lack of sleep causes 
chronic fatigue, it reduces our alertness, and together they affect work performance. It is even known to 
cause erratic mood swings in some and can cause mental disorders with prolong sleep deprivation. On the 
physiological side, it causes obesity, poor immune function and cardiovascular conditions. On the other 
hand, you can take medications and caffeine boosters to enhance your work performance, but this forced 
method comes at a dear cost. You will be making your piggy bank bigger! But, your quality of life is reduced 
to pennies on the dollar.

BUILD A BETTER BEDTIME RITUAL FOR A FULLER SLEEP

Everybody is different, some people sleep for 5 hours and they feel right as wind in their day. We all wish 
we had that lucky gene! But you are you, and you need 9, and that’s completely okay! Some people sleep on 
command it appears, as soon as their head hits the pillow, its lights out! But you spend a good hour calming 
your mind down and getting into the nightly ritual before you fall asleep. Just follow these tips for a better, 
fuller sleep every night.

• No phones while in bed

• No racing mind with thoughts running from one to the next. Your mind should feel airy, free of thoughts, 
as soon as you feel your mind running, snap out of it. And immediately take three very slow deep 
breaths, practice this defensive technique to stop intruding thoughts.

• Two hours before bedtime, practice low key activities like reading a book or listening to soft music or 
light yoga.

• If you have to surf your mobile, do so only in ‘read mode’ an hour before bed.
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• Excessive electronics just before bed time gives our mind many stimulants, sleep ritual is all about 
slowing down, so stay away from laptops, tablet or mobiles or TV, lights from these devices tends to 
disrupt body’s natural circadian rhythm, the body’s internal sleep clock.

• Try not to think about work or perform any actual work two hours before bed. With better time 
management, those works would be left where they belonged, with the sun!

Resources

https://headachejournal.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1526-4610.1995.hed3510590.x

https://www.sleepfoundation.org/sleep-deprivation

https://www.atsjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1164/rccm.1996P11

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3109/07420528.2012.675258
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WEALTHY AND THE RICH: ARE THEY TWO HALF OF THE SAME 
MIND?

Wealthy. Rich. We see these two words a lot and often use them interchangeably. But do they really mean 
the same thing? You will be surprised by what we found out. Juxtapose a $700 bottle of wine and a wine 
bottle that aged for 50 years.

On first impression, the fancy designed $700 bottle will seem rich but on closer inspection, those who 
understand the value of fine wine, will wrap that simple looking 50 year old bottle in cashmere! Hopefully it’s 
clear as rainwater, who is the wealthy one in this wine bottle scenario.

DEFINING THE RICH AND THE WEALTHY

We define someone wealthy or rich who has achieved fabulous financial success. But underneath those 
mind boggling bank balances, it’s their method that makes the difference, both in terms of growth and 
fulfillment. The rich rides all things loud and fast. 

The wealthy however focuses on securing one summit after another; their focus is productivity and profit 
and becoming the market leader in their domain and eventually segue into new ventures and doing it one 
more time like clockwork. 

The differences lie in their mindset and their method. And we will now attempt to separate the traits that 
truly makes them who they are. 
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1 THE QUICK MINDSET VS THE DURABLE MINDSET

Rich people syndrome if that’s a thing is all about scoring quick gains. Leveraging to the teeth to grow 
at breakneck speed, the focus is more on growth than on stable profitability. But the wealthy are astute 
enough to understand, the growth that are built on robust foundations will generate profitability and 
steer off competition in the long run. Their focus is actually on building a great product which will generate 
incremental growth over the short term but will explode in growth over a longer horizon with a whole set of 
product eco-system built around it. 

Look at the case of Amazon, Microsoft, how they were facing incremental growth over the product building 
phase but went to exponential growth during the latter stage of the product eco-system development. 
During the first 10 years the growth was incremental, nothing extraordinary, but once enough traction was 
attained, they turned into a financial behemoth, the darlings of Wall Street. 

2 APPETITE FOR FLASHY PURCHASES VS APPETITE FOR REFINED TASTE 

The rich has an appetite for all things fast and flashy but the wealthy don’t derive any meaningful satisfaction 
from a spending spree. Their lifestyle is very minimal and are generally very conservative in their day to day 
life. It is often how they spend their money that gives a lot away, from which you can infer, if the person is rich 
or truly wealthy. The rich will ride in a Ferrari, but the wealthy will likely ride in a Mercedes sedan. 

3 THE DEBT BREATHING DOWN THEIR NECK

One of the most striking difference between rich and wealthy people is how much debt one carries and how 
little the other does. In fact, most rich people will use some form of debt to facilitate their flashy purchases. 
But the wealthy never takes debt unless it has an inherent financial advantage: by using tax offsetting from 
the interest to reduce their tax burden. Everything they do is by the rulebook of financial planner 101. 

4 THE NATURE OF MACRO AND MICRO MANAGEMENT

Rich people often burn out because they are already running so fast to score their quick rich fix. They have to 
hustle hard every day trying to micro manage their business to bring in the next big contract quick.

But wealthy people hire specialized talent to do their day to day bidding for them, so they can free up ample 
free time to focus on issues that matter most: by managing hyper critical strategy that puts them on a long 
term path to stability and profitability for shareholders.

ENCORE: COVID, THE BILLIONAIRE MAKING MICROBIAL 

During the onset of Covid, jobs were drying up from retail, travel and tourism sector faster than a pocket of 
water in a puddle under searing sun. But the governments injected trillions into their economy worldwide 
to keep it afloat. And these free raining dollars created a wild spending spree to jack up Wall Street stocks.

In fact, research by Oxfam shows the pandemic minted a new billionaire every 30 hours, that’s over 300 
billionaires during the height of pandemic! While nearly 150 million people were made redundant. The 
disconnect is staggering as you can see: one group is surviving on government handouts, the other riding 
their new 10 digit status. 

Now you can see why most simply do not possess that wealthy mindset. One spends as soon as the money 
comes into their account. Also lacking a strong sense of entrepreneurialism, being able to manage 10 things 
at once and a gut feeling that’s sharp as a knife’s edge is what holds them back from true financial freedom. 
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Hiring an IP Lawyer? | “Reckon 
you read this”

Trusted IP lawyer for 37 years | 
Free consultation valued $799.

Distinguished IP law firm. | 
Copyright & Trademark Lawyers. 

Don't get FUE hair transplant. | 
You might have a better choice

3 things you must do before hiring any Intellectual 
Property (IP) lawyer. You’ll thank us.

• Don’t go into an agreement before asking these 2 
things • Spot a bad apple • Better rate

Gain unparalleled advantage: 22 lawyers, 4 senior 
partners, specialized in 14 industries.

• Won record settlement of $13.7 million. • 99.3% win 
record. • Fixed fee lawyers.

We simply don’t let them steal off your hard work. Won 
record compensatory damages in 9 patent infringement 
cases for clients.

• Leader of Patent Law practice. • Over 3 decades 
experience with 99.3% win. • Fixed fee lawyers.

Affordable alternative to FUE Hair transplant that cost 
significantly less.

• The best DHT blocker • Latest Hair Restoration 
Techniques • Get $199 free consultation
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* In search or social media ads the goal is to sell  
the click.



There are moments in time that stands still like 
mountains, 

Founding you in Fort Collins was one of them.

I knew the meaning of my life was delicately wrapped 
around you,  

When I started to see sunrise every time I saw you.

Just when I thought life couldn’t be more beautiful...

2 gradually became 3.

You brought more light and smiles into our little 
family

They always say there’s a lot out there to find out 
about.

But everything I needed I found in you.

Today you're gone, my whole world is split in two.

Its cruel to imagine a world without you,

Because you’ve been the only world we knew.

My heart won’t hold the same,

For you have been my light, my wind, my ground, my 
queen.

You always used to say , “Big Lorry coming up, vroom 
vroom”,

* Sensitive details have been replaced to protect privacy.
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TO HER LASTING 
LIGHT.
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So, today I make another vow, to live the rest of my days in your honor, in your kindness, in your spirit, in your aliveness.

I'll take care of Luary, I'll take care of this house,

Until I see you,

Up there, somewhere in the clouds. 



Little Jolie, 
You were my purpose. 
You were my light. 
I held your hands, 
Till day turned night. 
Our whole world turned a whole lot smaller, 
We'll cherish the blessings you've left all over. 
Things will never be the same, 
Without my tiny wonder.  
You have left us, 
But only for a day, 
A bleep in time, 
Till we see you again someday.

* Sensitive details have been replaced to protect privacy.
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As an executive, your talent is second to none. 

Your brand is much more than the sum of all the summits you’ve accomplished.

It’s the way you present yourself to the world.

And right now, your brand is fragmented and that means your best career choices are slipping through the 
crack as we speak. 

Here lies the second challenge: How do you make it sound simple but significant?

Present those technical prowess that speaks to your talent without appearing overbearing or ostentatious.
We focus on finding that authoritative voice by sharpening the tip of the spear,

By leveraging relevant data points from your career, we assess your USP,

Finding your core values, your unique skillset.

Our proprietary branding methodology help you create a unique brand footprint,

One that speaks to your strength end to end across the entire spectrum of job market visibility.

Contact us today for a free 30 minute consultation. Valued at $399!

And see how we can unify your market presence and amplify your brand messaging. 

So you can focus on what you are good at: leading your firm into the future and creating strong shareholder 
value.  

And we focus on bringing the right opportunity knocking at your door without you having to step 2 
foot out the door looking for one.
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It’s clear you want their mouth to drop open,

Otherwise you wouldn’t be here…

You want to rank right at the top and toy with employer’s attention…

You certainly have your house in order,

Because you’ve already got your pretty hands into the magic hat that’ll lit up your resume like the lights 
in Tokyo.

Now do you hire us to do it or do you do it yourself?

That is the question!

If you are a great writer or orator by nature, you don’t need us at all to be honest! 

Save your money to make the Christmas gifts bigger for the kids in your family. Our eBooks will 
gracefully guide you!

But be prepared to put aside 10 hours. 

Because that’s how long it takes to make your CV and cover letter to shine like an opal.

Now, if you’re out of breath and time from the daily grind life gives you,

Also demand nothing less than the best your money can buy,

Squeezing every last dollar value your money can generate.

You’re home. We’re worth every dollar. 

Now is the cue to hop over here and see a sample transformation.

We are storytellers above all else,

We zoom into your professional DNA to find out what makes Y-O-U.

We don’t run a resume mill, churning 500 resumes every week by sub-contracting production overseas.

Our in house professional resume writers can perform 7 – 10 branding services per week.

Also, if you’re someone who is hunky dory with average ambitions,
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Because you’re happy with an ultra-minimal lifestyle and your yearly 60K pay-check, 

You will fare just fine without our service.

However, we recommend our professional resume writing services to those who 
take their career seriously,

meow@copywriting.services

Who wants to be the megawatt juggernaut of their profession,

Who wants a pay with an extra 20K salary,

Who loves commanding a pack of wolves going for the kill,

Who wants to work it until making it to 6 digits, maybe even 7-digit salary.

Let’s turn your resume into the Ace of Spade that you are.



• Like a drop of water that finds its way back to the river.

• Your determination decides your success.

• To realize a revolutionary vision, requires the resilience of a still mountain.

• Tomorrow begins today, walk with purpose.

• Innovation is achieved when you are held by your unwavering spirit to see the impossible.

• Be the voice that questions the norm.

• What grows in your garden tomorrow starts with the seeds you plant today.

• Keep tinkering till your trickle turns into Niagara's Fall.

• Serve your clients with care and they become a walking talking billboard.

• You won’t get clearance to a higher level without consistency.

• Give in to your true calling.

• Boring work brings premium dividends.

• Patience always pays in spades.

• A single note cannot create a symphony. It takes a great team to achieve greatness. 

• We stare more into our screens and less into our nigth sky these days. 

• There’s always room for kindness, be the light in someone’s day.

• A smile always sells.

• Deliver more value than anyone else and you’ll crush the niche you’re in.

• Things are moving so fast left and right, day and night, you have to literally learn to harness 
stillness.

• Chasing sunset for a living.

• Make it count where it matters most, your happiness. 

• Success in any endeavor comes down to our ability to build relationships.

• The past always flows into the future in this river of time and we’re a boat sailing into the 
sunset.

• The flame on a furnace never lasts long but burns everlasting if passion is the fuel firing that 
furnace.

• Food is the highest form of art. It serves all your senses.

• We're the ministry of ideas, bringing the gap between present and the future.

• Be the temple of creation.

• The Youniverse is within you.

• A new world begins in a new mind.

• Everything exceptional takes time.

• Every choice you make now incurs a debt to your future, so invest wisely. 

• You might feel like a pond that has dried up completely, but every season brings rain and every 
rain brings renewal.
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YE ENTERIN' THE SEVEN 
SEAS OF COPYRIGHT NOTICE.
Ahoy me hearties, if ye’re here fer good intents then ye be welcomed 
aboard. But raise no sail near this document if ye be plannin' any purloin or 
pilferin, beware! Yah see, this publication is put under lock and key by The 
Copyright Act 1968 of Australia ‘n heavily guarded under all them other 
applicable laws governing copyrights at local, federal and international 
levels. Mighty scary stuff I tell ye. 

Any infringement of this law will surely be met with rum deprivation ‘n the 
mighty guillotine (replace 'em blades with chopped onions, so ye be cryin' 
all day long). Arrr, we take original content very seriously here, ‘n strictly 
verboten is the plunderin' of information from these pages – such thievery 
can only land ye in choppy waters matey!

No parts of this document can be used or reproduced in any form by 
electronic or other means, without express permission in writing from 
Copywriting Services Pty Ltd.  There now, ye be well informed. Turn tail 
and head in th' opposite direction, now git going if ye know what's good for 
ye, lest ye wish to walk the plank.

Any logos, trademarks, vectors, stock 
photos used in this document are 
appropriately licensed and are the property 
of the respective copyright holders. If ye 
need further information on this topic - set 
sail to legal@copywriting.services.

COPYRIGHT© COPYWRITING SERVICES PTY LTD
Melbourne, VIC Australia (home to the most breathtaking mountains, ocean 
drives, tropical rainforests and an enviable metropolitan social scene).
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